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h this note we 8bw that if we apply a mripping space functtsr with compact domain to a 
b%kR$f t&&l ~~bkItion, t&W ill f&y gefled dtuationa we &t&in a new localiy trivial fibration. 
AM$# S@j. Class (1980): Primary 55RW; Stcondar)l MCGJ&F 
bt % ‘be or fixed 1ocaif.y compact (Hausdorf’f) space, and let p: E + B be a 
continqous map between t~qologiisal spaces ES and B. Then we get an induced map 
pK : EK 3 SK, where EK, respectively BT, is the space rpf continuous maps of K 
into E, respectively B, and # is defined by composition with p, i.e. # (f) = p of: 
All mapping spa= in this nute are equipped with the compact-open topology. 
Then it is’ welt-known that J? is a continuous map [Z, Ch. XII, 2.1, p. 2591. We 
shall d@qass fibration propertieS of the tripIe (E, p, B), which are inherited by the 
i&&pip& [&&;~K~e~K)I ’ , 
vsin~ w&&~GN& &&b&y pfoperties 6f evahzation maps [2, Ch. XII, Theorem 
3.1, pS SM.], it is easy to prose that if p:E -+ B has the eoverirkg homotopy property 
for a &MS oil tr>pological spaces, then p” :B” -) BK. inherits this property over its 
i@adf$i. .&nqe d (E, p, B) js a $erre (Hurewicz) fibration, (Ex, pKP BK) is a Serre 
(HG?&+i&:) i%ration’ov& the imake of pK. l?or regular Hurewicz fibrations (E, p, B) 
it was booed by Tulley [6, Theorem 5.3) that also this property is inherited by 
(EK*P9C, BK)* 
Amorqg the types of fiber maps not defined using a covering homotopy property 
we first discuss maps having the slicing structure pruperty (SSP). For the definition 
and references to the literature on such maps see Wngsr 17]. ‘3ne advantage of 
know@ that a map hh the $#$? isthat tr~vidly it is then an open map. We needed 
to know that a map tii hype pK was open in ttkC3 proof of the: batic prDpwition ir. 
et this was the original mc:ivation behind this 
5% since: it i$ known !.L chq 
at if the base space is paracompact and locally 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ @ l!+W J%or?h-Wojland - a. _ _,.6_1 Ii .(’ ?,‘,P_ -- : _ 1 .1 I 1 ., I. ‘,I ‘, . . _ 
Finally we turn to locally trivial fikrr maps. For this ck3SS of, fiber maps we shall 
@Of* Let Ti 1 B B, i =: 1,2, denote the projections unto &a two ktors. Let 
ourhood of AS in B XB for which there existis k deforznatioa 
t i: Ag + U denote the inclusion map. By definition i ~1 r
1s then homotopic ti3 the identity map 1 u on U, and r 0 i = Ida, the identity map 
on AB. Note also that WI 0 0’ = 7r-2 * i. Using that !wo fiber maps are fiber homeomor- 
phie (equivalent) if {{hey are induced from a fiber map with paracarnpact kas~: by 
pull back aksg hmzetopic aps [5, Theorem 11.5, p. 531, we, et the foliowing 
fikr hameomcrrphisms over U: 
Let 6+o:~T(p)-*(U) ) be a abeI* homeomorphism over U with inverse 
$. Consicler now an ar + E? in the image of pK+ Th 
defined by 
U*:={~E13RI(~(x:l,~(xI!)EU for all XE 
is then easily Seen to be an cpen n~~i~h~urh~ -of fin SK, since 
Define maps 
A strajghtfmward ~rification shows that 4P is a fiber homeofnarphism over U* 
with inverse Y. Hence # is trivial Over an open neighbo 
theorem is proved. 
The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out the refmm:es [I 3 
and [3] to him. 
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